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Baby names 2020 boy

1 out of 20 Oliver Oliver means olive tree in Latin, so chances are he'll be a pacifist among his siblings. 2 out of 20 Noah Noah is a biblical name that comes from the old Gospel. Noah was chosen by God to survive the great flood sent to punish the world, but he brought two of every animal
on earth and his family on the great ship he built himself. 3 out of 20 Alexander 4 of 20 As an English surname that means brave in war, Wyatt is the perfect name for a warrior. If you see your little one leading the pack in your future, this name will be appropriate. 5 out of 20 Henry Henry
has been the name that many English kings have taken, so it's no surprise that the nickname means property ruler in German. Your future prince may one day rule the world, 7 out of 20. Jasper, we all know that your little boy has a bundle of your happiness, but what about your treasure?
Jasper is a baby name that means a gift that continues to give in Persian. 8 out of 20 Milo maybe you're a big fan of this we have (any Milo Ventimiglia likes!) or want to pay homage to his German roots - either way, Milo is one of the baby's name suave. 9 out of 20 Short Tony for Anthony,
Tony is the perfect Italian epithro nickname for his baby boy. In Latin, the name means bealess. Could there be a more complete description for how much your baby means to you? 10 out of 20 Atticus literary buffs, this one for you: taking inspiration from one of your favorite novels and
name your son after a hero, protagonists, or writer. Then, as he grows up, he will have a favorite book already in mind. 11 out of 20 Teddy honors one of his history greats and named his baby boy a leader, like President Theodore Roosevelt. 12 out of 20 Just like Mason, Cooper is another
name based on an occupation. In old English, the nickname means barrel maker. This little one is going to be a good work ethic in the future - or maybe a good taste in wine. 13 out of 20 Leo 14 out of 20 Maxwell if you are not sold on a short Mac or a long Maximilian, Maxwell is the perfect
compromise. It's also a great way to respect every Scottish root in your family. 16 out of 20 Winnie 17 of 20 King if your little boy captured his heart as soon as you realized that you were pregnant, give him the title he deserved. 18 out of 20 Caleb 19 out of 20 Jesse if you consider your new
man a little present in your life, then call him Jesse. The name in Hebrew means gift, so every day will be a reminder of what he has for you. 20 out of 20 Mason if you want a hard worker, Mason is the name for you. In old English it means worker in stone, so there is no excuse for him to
loosen up in his homework when he is older!
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